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     Say Peace, Don’t Divide (lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

When we say peace, don't divide 

All they seem to do is hate n’ twist a word, it messes with the tribe...Say peace, don't divide... 

Any effort counts, love heals the mind (twice) 

 

Verse: 

All my people where we at bring it in together we love U 

Scarcity delaying the inevitable no clue 

Huff n' fuss hatin' us no respect for true 

Groupthink your draggin your feet here's another tune 

 

Owlin U 4:17 (1st Thessalonians 4:17...) 

Told ya so now we know it wouldn't come clean 

A blunt doesn't give a' 

and that's what God's means.  

(God created the story for a reason. Know the history of Rap :o) 

Living Word Refuge we leap unseen 

 

Rhymes for raps Swift kicks yes we all one 

Have fun the score is G.O.D to none 

They make no effort to help, divide n' claim run 

Every human knows the truth strength in numbers how it's done 

 

Incentivize the love because a profit motive won't 

Observation teaches this keeping people from the vote 

We can sense eachother now air closer than the close 

Reconciliation time start lovin' all the folks 
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Hook: 

 

When we say peace, don't divide 

All they seem to do is hate and twist a word, it messes with the tribe...Say peace, don't divide... 

Any effort counts, love heals the mind (twice) 

 

Verse: 

 

So we, keep playing the curse while they demonize the peace 

People busy working exploited by the sleeper Beast 

Something Supernatural yeah we found it let us teach 

Have to must do best weapon is the peace 

 

Division racists tiptoeing around they should know 

Zero-sum is how they're dumb pushing beef instead of go 

Causes loss of Hope threatens life too slow 

Responsibility with leadership power recognize the know 

 

Round of blankets peace for all of us unity 

Too important to stand together strong like community 

Automated intraday motivates to process Be 

Categorizing Dad's rich or poor ain't cool 

 

Teeth sedates because we have to argue sometimes 

Rapture respect yo it's all in the rhymes 

We have to care because they won't and keep climbing up within we already one kind 
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Hook: 

 

When we say peace, don't divide 

All they seem to do is hate and twist a word, it messes with the tribe...Say peace, don't divide... 

Any effort counts, love heals the mind (twice) 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace to those that know... 

That the love is what brings the family back together... 

For 1music... 

 

And love to, "You're the star of the show"... Don't forget it it's U 

 

1000 Smiles to...(those who are) "Solving the sleeper Loop Run game puzzle thing" 

 

Respect and gratitude. Peace 

 

And to all the Matchmakers, thanks for giving us a break and lightening up... 

 

1love. 1peace 


